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Description:
Review She's fortunate enough to discover both in Rick, a surgeon who already had kids of his own,
but was willing to give fatherhood another try for her sake. As it turns out, finding her prince was
the easiest step on her long road to motherhood. Simons endures three in-vitro fertilization
procedures, a miscarriage that almost kills her in both body & spirit, an almost-laughably bad Big
Brothers/Big Sisters experience, and a harrowing journey to Siberia before finally becoming a Mom
at Last, and I think many women will see some of their own lives in the path she took to get there. ~
Charlene Oldman

What a great read! Books like Mom at Last make me want to read more nonfiction. Being a mother
to a two-year old, I could really identify with Sharon's desire to become a mother. I can't imagine
not having my baby, and the thought of being physically unable to have children is heartbreaking to
me. Mom at Last made me appreciate motherhood even more than I already do.
I liked Sharon right from the start. She is strong, decisive, and smart. What really made me fall in
love with her, though, was how she triumphs despite her hardships. ~ I'd So Rather Be Reading
Review

I'm not a mom, but still found plenty to identify with in Sharon Simons's Mom at Last: How I Never
Gave Up on Becoming a Mother. Whether because of failed first marriages or wasted time with
boyfriends whose true motives and motivations don't become clear until months into a relationship,
many readers will find it easy to understand how Simons reached her late thirties without finding
the husband -- and future father -- of her dreams. ~ Charlene Oldman
The courage and fortitude you and Rick had to continue your journey against extremely terrible
circumstances was just so moving to me. We all toss around words like, "destiny" and "miracles"
but this is one of those times where I feel both were created out of the love that you and Rick
share. Your book is a testament to courage, dedication, and an inspiration to all that read your
eloquent words. Congratulations on the much deserved success you will be seeing shortly, when the
book is released. What a moving story you have given your boys to read. ~ Elizabeth Sickel
Mom at Last is a great book, especially when you are about to give up on your dreams of becoming
a Mom, the way Sharon explains her journey to become a Mom will give anyone who reads it HOPE.
Well written and it was a pleasure to read. ~ Stressed Rach Review
Book Description Sharon Simon’s memoir Mom at Last is the story of one woman’s fierce
determination to become a mother. Her journey, full of setbacks and emotionally devastating pitfalls,
ultimately led her to true love and pure joy. Mom at Last will inspire women who find themselves on
that sometimes difficult journey to motherhood, giving hope that motherhood is possible and
encouraging women to never give up on their dreams.
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